
ReeLee Fun Virtual Obstacle Shows 

Rules 
Video Submission:

I. When possible, use a friend or family member as your videographer
II. If no videographer is available

A. Entire horse and rider must always remain in frame
B. Obstacles and maneuvers must be in clear view

III. Videos may be taken in any open space with safe ground and footing
IV. Keep lighting in mind when choosing video location
V. Zooming in should be done when possible, keeping entire horse and rider/handler in frame
VI. Videos must be recorded with sound ON and submitted with their original audio, 
VII.Coaching is NOT permitted
VIII.Videos must NOT be edited or altered in any way, any videos found to be edited will be 

disqualified
IX. Record videos in landscape orientation (phones horizontal or longways)
X. Please try to keep videos under 5 minutes.

A. Rough Draft Videos over 5 minutes may be edited to send shorter clips to reduce file size

Horse Eligibility

I. All classes are open to all breeds
II. Horses must be at least 2 years old to be entered in any Under Saddle Classes
III. Weanlings and yearlings may participate in In Hand Classes

Rider Eligibility

I. All ages and experience levels are allowed to enter any class
II. Riders under the age of 18 must wear a helmet
III. Participants over 18 are strongly encouraged to wear ASTM/SEI approved helmets. If you 

are not wearing a helmet, it will not be reflected in your score.

Attire

I. Participants may present in schooling or show attire.  
II. All attire should be clean, neat, and appropriate for the entered class
III. T-shits, shorts, sleeveless shirts, tennis shoes and other such attire is not allowed. 
IV. Exuberant show attire vs schooling attire will not be considered in judging.

Tack

All tack and equipment should be clean, and in good working order, and be properly fitted to 
horse and rider. Fancy, elaborate tack and equipment will not be scored differently than simple, 
functional tack



I. In-Hand Tack
A. Required

1. Leather, or Nylon Halter
2. Rope or Web Halter
3. Lead (no in hand class will be done at liberty)

B. Not Permitted
1. Whips or crops of any kind
2. Lunge Lines

II. Under Saddle Tack 
A. Required

1. All Saddles are permitted
a) ie. English, Western, Endurance etc.

2. Bridle
(1) Bits, Hackamores, Bosals, and/or Sidepull Bridles are Permitted

B. Not Permitted
1. Dropped, flash, and figure 8 nosebands
2. Drawn reins
3. Whip or crop of any kind
4. Bareback Riding or Bareback Pads.  If you are riding in an under saddle class, a 

saddle is REQUIRED

**Horses should be well turned out with no visible dirt or mud. Banding, braiding, and the use of 
fake tails is not prohibited but will not be shown preference.**

Sportsmanship and Animal Welfare

All participants must engage in sportsmanlike conduct, and treat horses in a manner that is 
humane. Any conduct deemed unsportsmanlike or abusive to people or animals will result in 
disqualification from current and future ReeLee events. This rule applies to interactions on social 
media networks.

Assumption of Risk and Hold Harmless

Exhibitors participate at their own risk, understanding the potential risks associated with equine 
activities. By entering, each participant who engages in an equine activity expressly assumes the 
risks of engaging in and legal responsibility for injury, loss, or damage to person(s) or property 
resulting from the risk of equine activities. By entering exhibitors agree to release and hold 
harmless ReeLee Restarting and Training LLC, its employees, contractors, and affiliates from 
any and all liability(ies).


